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These tasty, squeezable, low calorie, lickable treats
for cats are made with responsibly harvested, 

natural wild tuna and farm-raised chicken.
 

Churu®
 are high in moisture which felines need for health. 

Simply tear open a tube and give it a little squeeze
to feed these grain-free, preservative-free treats 

 by hand. 

・Designed for feeding by hand

・Innovative, interactive way to 

  spend time together

・Can be used as a topper on wet or dry food

・No grains, preservatives or artificial colours

・Creamy texture and palatable flavours 

・Great for administering pills

・High in moisture 

・Low in caloriesFour Varieties:

Tuna
Chicken

Tuna/Scallop
Chicken/Scallop



Churu Rolls are soft stick-shaped natural chicken treats seasoned 
with natural flavours, green tea extract and vitamin E. 

・Made with 100% pure & natural farm-raised chicken and wild tuna
・Creamy Churu® filling inside, soft baked chicken paste outside
・No grains, preservatives or artificial colours
・Contains 8 individual packs for maximum freshness
・2 different textures in one bite

・Made with 100% pure and natural farm-raised chicken and wild tuna
・Creamy Churu® filling inside, soft baked chicken paste outside
・No grains, preservatives or artificial colours
・Contains 4 individual packs for maximum freshness
・2 different textures in one bite

Chicken Wraps with following fillings: 

Tuna, Chicken and Tuna with Scallop

Churu Pops are a chewier version of the lick-able Churu.
A fun stick treat for cats in a juicy jelly.

Tuna, Chicken and 
Tuna with Chicken

・Juicy Jelly which can be hand fed or used as a topper on wet or dry food  
・No grains, preservatives or artificial colours
・Made with 100% pure and natural wild tuna   
・High in moisture 
・Low in calories

Chicken Wraps with following fillings: Chicken, Chicken with Tuna, 
                                    Chicken with Salmon

Churu Bites for dogs are soft & chewy on the outside with a creamy 
filling inside. Bite-sized, pillow-shaped fun treats with a unique 
texture. The soft centre is perfect for hiding pills or supplements.



Originals
The best selling lines of Lupine woven patterns. 
All the designs below are now available across all 3 widths (1/2”, 3/4” and 1”) so there is something 
suitable for all tastes. 

Cat Collars in 1/2” width
Available with or without bell

One size 8-12”
For ID purposes only,
not to be used with lead

 Adjustable Dog Collars
Available in all widths

Sized from 6-9” up to 16-28”
in 3/4” and 1” widths

Sized from 10-14” up to 19-27”

Roman Harnesses
Available in all widths
Girth : 9-14” to 24-38”

A
 4’

Step-In Harnesses
Available in all widths

Girth : 10-13” to 24-38”

Traditional, durable yet soft quality woven nylon in 8 solid colours 

 

. Available in all 3 widths (1/2”, 3/4” and 1”)

Cat Collars in 1/2” width
Available with or without bell

One size 8-12”
For ID purposes only, 
not to be used with lead

 

Adjustable Dog Collars
Available in all widths

Sized from 6-9” up to 16-28”
in 3/4” and 1” widths

Sized from 10-14” up to 19-27”

Padded Handle Leads
Available in all widths

 4’ and 6’

Step-In Harnesses
Available in all widths

Girth : 10-13” to 24-38”

Roman Harnesses
Available in all widths
Girth : 9-14” to 24-38”

Martingale Dog Collars

                  

   Ripple     El          Rose      Puppy     Alpen      Jelly       Rain      Turtle       Sea      Dapper     Tail        Go Go     Bling
   Creek     Paso    Garden     Love      Glow        Roll       Song      Reef       Glass       Dog     Feathers   Gecko    Bonz

Martingale Dog Collars Padded Handle Leads
available in all widths

 4’ and 6’

   Aqua        Blue          Red          Black         Green      Purple       Pink         
                         

Blaze
Orange 
  



®

The Lupine Eco range is made from recycled PET plastic bottles.  They are produced using a unique two-tone weave in 
colours that have been inspired by nature and are soft yet strong. All colours available in all 3 widths (1/2”, 3/4” and 1”) 

 

Padded Handle Leads
Available in all widths

        4’and 6’

Step-In Harnesses
Available in all widths
Girth : 10-13” to 24-38”

Adjustable Dog Collars
Available in all widths

Sized from 8-12” up to 16-28”

Cat Collars in 1/2” width
Available with bell
One size 8-12”

For ID purposes only, 
not to be used with lead

uaranteed (e en if chewed)

     Berry           Mountain         Moss              Granite           Lilac             Tropical
                       Lake                        Sea

Bright neon colors by day 
and intensely reflective at 
night. 

More reflective thread than other brands, with increased visibility 
on all sides.

Traditional, quality nylon in 6 solid colours.  Available in all 3 widths (1/2”, 3/4” and 1”).

Combo Dog Collars
in 3/4” and 1“ widths

Martingale-style 
Sized from 10-14” up to 19-27”

Roman Harnesses
Available in all widths
Girth : 9-14” to 24-38”

Collars and leads available in Green Diamond and Orange Diamond 
across all 3 widths (1/2”, 3/4” and 1”) 

Made from Recycled Plastic Water Bottles



vailable in all 3 widths (1/2”, 3/4” and 1”).

Sized from 10-14” up to 19-27”

Roman Harnesses
vailable in all widths

Girth : 9-14” to 24-38”

Like humans, dogs need stimulation to support a happy
and healthy brain.

Challenging activities, such as getting a treat out of a puzzle dog toy, can help 
their brain development while �lling their time and their tummies.

All West Paw toys are not only safe and durable, but are also covered by the Love it 
Guarantee.

Whether a dog likes to play rough or just 
get cozy, West Paw create toys to suit every 
dog’s interest. 
Some toys challenge dogs, while others are 
made for fetching, chewing, or
cuddling.

Zogoflex®

Zogoflex is an amazingly durable, non-toxic, recyclable plastic used to make our tough
dog toys. 
Zogoflex comes in bright, easy-to-spot colours, are guaranteed tough, floatable and 
flexible. Zogoflex is made from recyclable material and creates virtually no waste during
the manufacturing process. Zogoflex dog toys are made in the USA and dishwasher 
safe, BPA and phthalate-free, FDA compliant (meaning it’s safe to eat off of) and CE 
marked.

Classic Zogoflex® includes our chew dog toys: Hurley®, Jive®, Tux® and our play dog
toys: Qwizl®, Zisc®, Būmi®, Toppl® and Tizzi®.

Play Puzzle Chew



We’ve updated our best selling collection of durable plush toys with bright new colours 
and five new shapes.  Rowdies are made with HardyTex durable fabric and designated 
Zogoflex chew zones – two of our sturdiest technologies.    

Peet
11"/28cm

Taylor
9.5"/25cm

Ruby
11.25"/29cm

Lewis

10.5"/26cm

Wilson
10"/25cm

Custer
11"/28cm

All toys in this collection 
contain an audible squeaker.

• Reinforced HardyTex Fabric • Zogoflex chew zones • Love It Guarantee™ • Handcrafted

New Shapesand Colours!

Zogoflex® Echo
Zogoflex Echo have a lot in common with the traditional Zogoflex collection. 
They're made with the same Zogoflex material, so they're durable, BPA & 
Phthalate-free, 100% recyclable and float.

Differences: Zogoflex Echo toys have completely hollow centers so they are 
extremely squishy. Unlike the traditional Zogoflex toys which have solid cores, 
Zogoflex® Echo toys are great for puppies and senior dogs more sensitive teeth!

Rowdies®

Zwig RumblSkamp



Zogoflex® is our recyclable, zero-waste virgin TPE material and is sourced in the USA. 
This is blended with the ocean-bound HDPE (items like milk cartons and shampoo 
bottles) to make Seaflex.

 

Bendy. Flexible. Durable. Floatable
No bad stuff:  
No harmful toxins, No BPA, No phthalates, No Latex, FDA Compliant, CE marked.
Made responsibly with eco-conscious materials.

The variation in swirl colours visually conveys the variable nature of the material flow 
within each molded shape.  This was intentional in the product design, as the colour 
mixes within the machine, they produce infinitely unique and beautiful colour 
combinations making each toy unique to its 4-legged owner. 

Introducing SeaflexTM

NEW

Drifty Sailz Snorkl

More information about ocean bound plastics and the 
partnership between West Paw and OceanWorks can be found on our website.

SeaflexTM contains post-consumer recycled ocean-bound plastic.

Small    5.75”/14.5cm
Large      8.5”/21.5cm

Bulbous ends are chunky 
chew zones. Great for fetch 
and chew.

For those who love to run.
Sailz fly far and fast.

One size   8.5”/22cm One size   8.5”/22cm

Beneficial for high energy
dogs. For interactive, bond 
forming play.



Pawz are the world’s only disposable and reusable, waterproof dog boots.  Made of 
natural rubber, Pawz are 100% biodegradable.  Pawz are designed to go on easily 
and fit securely without zips or straps.   

Pawz are the most natural-feeling boot a dog can wear because without padding the 
dog is able to feel the ground, providing a sense of security.   Like a sock, Pawz move 
with the dog, allowing full paw motion and maximum comfort. 

Pawz come 12 in a pack and each boot may be worn many times. 
All sizes also available in black.

Moisturises dry/cracked pads by creating a 
hydrophobic barrier

All natural, human grade beeswax with lanolin and Vitamin E 
Safe and non-toxic

Protects and promotes paw health

Available in 60g and 200g

Tiny  to 1”
XX Small  to 1½”
X Small  to 2”
Small  to 2½”
Medium  to 3“
Large  to 4”
X Large  to 5”

Sanipaw Spray and Wipes -
Removes the Street from your dogs feet

Clear, unscented solution
Lickable, hypoallergenic and alcohol free
Safe around eyes and ears
Infused with glycerin, aloe vera and Vitamin E to help
paw pads stay supple and healthy
Helps promote healthy paws every day of the year

SaniPaw Daily Paw Spray
8 oz trigger spray bottle

SaniPaw Daily Paw Wipes
60-count container

Lorem ipsum



Fluff & Tuff toys are made from high quality, ultra-plush fabric. Instead of cheap canvas and hard edges, Fluff    
   

  
 

s

Fluff and Tuff is not about being 
indestructible. Durability is certainly part of the equation, 
but the real magic is the actual mouth-feel for the dogs.

Ultra Plush Fabric
For maximum snuggle-ability

Unique designs
With new toys added frequently

Embroidered Eyes
Sewn on for safety

Non-toxic polyester fill
Placed for optimal shaping and
play-ability

Double-stitched seams
Concealed and durable

A big heart
Giving back to dogs in need
as much as possible

TuffwebTMmesh liner
Not indestructable, but thick
and long-lasting

Machine Washable
Because playtime 
sometimes gets dirty

Safety Tested
Made to the same rigorous 
standarts as children’s 
plush toys

We don’t claim to be indestructile - No plush toy can be.  Our goal is simply to combine superior quality 
materials with proven construction specifications to create the most durable plush toy on the market today.

& Tuff toys are made with generously folded, double stitched seams, embroidered eyes, long-lasting 
squeakers encased in sewn fabric pouches and a thick mesh liner to reinforce the outer fabric.

All of these details make the toys last longer and more importantly they also make them much more fun
for dogs to chew, chase or cuddle.



Available in all shapes and sizes for all types of dog



Small/Medium  H16.5m, W20cm, L20cm, 1 litre
Large                H 21cm, W26cm, L26cm, 2 litres

Dimensions/Capacity

PetWeighter comprises a base and a bowl that lock together for a sturdy elevated 
feeding solution.
The base can be filled with water, sand and water (or ice) to give it a weight of 
upto 13 kg. When the bowl is placed back on the base, pets aren’t able to move 
the bowl around or knock it over to spill their food or water.

No more moving meals
No more soggy socks

A new range of supplements is the perfect choice for 
a growing category in pet health awareness.
PeakPets products have been produced in consultation 
with nutritional and veterinary experts to produce top 
quality formulas with clinically proven ingredients.

Calming Formula - A powerful formula to help bring stress relief from a variety of dog anxiety related behaviour.
Available in 30 & 120 tablet bottles

Hip & Joints - Developed with optimum absorption viability in mind.  Beef flavoured for a delicious taste too.
Available in 30 & 120 tablet bottles

Multi-Vitamin - 24 essential vitamins and minerals to support health and wellbeing. 
Available in 30 & 120 tablet bottles

Probiotics - Offers multiple general health benefits and supports digestion and gut related issues including bloating 
and gas.  With a high CFU count it also helps with itchy skin and bad breath. Available in 100g pot (1 serving = 1g)

No more moving meals
No more soggy socks



 

 

  

We're really excited to be able to introduce a new brand for 2021.

A Pet Friendly Scented Candle range, created and manufactured in the UK. 

The initial range consists of 3 subtle scents in either a luxury recyclable glass or an eco freindly aluminium tin. 

Uplifting 
Ginger and Lime 

Comforting 
Vanilla Cream

Refreshing 
Ocean Breeze 

coconut, soy and rapeseed.  With a cotton wick, all products are free from parabens, carcinogens or 

These are great "add on" items for your customers with their understated design and subtle aromas they 

Pet Scents candles are the perfect balance between luxury and sustainability. 

paraffin and are dye free.



Fur Coat 
Shampoo

50ml & 250ml 

Give a Dog
Cologne

50ml & 125ml 

No Rinse
Charming

125ml 

Fab Paw
Paw Balm

Wippets
Wipes

Scented Hanging
Sachet

Glove My 
Dog

The Woofpack Gift Bag



Available in all widths

  

Size 42   Neck size - 30 cm to 37 cm
Size 50   Neck size - 36 cm to 45 cm
Size 57   Neck size - 43 cm to 52 cm
Size 65   Neck size - 51 cm to 60 cm

Tuynec collars are a great choice for dog owners who decide to 
use a flea/tick collar to keep the nasties at bay or need a calming
collar to support a dog suffering from anxiety and overwhelming
situations. 

Available in 4 sizes and 4 colours

Black Brown

Anti-parasite/calming collars are not included but can be purchased separately.

Red Natural

Tuynec collars are vet approved and made by professional
saddlers, entirely by hand using premium quality leather.

The design makes Tuynec a stylish and discreet product whilst
concealling what can be an unattractive plastic-looking flea/tick
or calming collar.

As flea/tick and calming collars are worn alongside a normal collar the ingenious design 
of the Tuynec collar comes into its own... reducing two collars to one, as the comfortable 
mesh insert section, along with the sturdy design enable the inserted collar to remain in 
contact with the dogs skin.

The Tuynec collar also offers an added barrier - providing protection for the insert from 
damage, dirt and falling off.

A fully functional collar - complete with welded D rings for lead attachement and ID tag 
etc,  Tuynec collars can be used as a stunning standalone collar too.



Why Collarways?

 

01747 830021               info@collarways.com

1a Whitebridge Industrial Estate, Semley, Shaftesbury, Dorset, SP7 9JT

www.collarways.com

•

 

no minimum order
•

 

(usually within 24 hrs)
•

 

excellent customer service and support
•

 

24/7 online ordering

fast order turnaround

Collarways are distributors specialising in high quality accessories for dogs and cats.
We only choose to represent brands of great quality and durability that stand out from 
others in the market. With unique selling points, strong guarantees where it matters and 
attractive margins, we are proud of the portfolio we offer.  A significant number of our 
products are designed with sustainability in mind and environmental consideration is of 
primary importance to us. 

Quality, innovation and practicality represent real value for money - something that
consumers are looking for more than ever.
Our products make eye-catching displays and are sought after by pet owners who want 
the very best.

On top of all this we pride ourselves on providing excellent customer service and 
support to help you succeed in selling to your customers.  We are here to help. 
Whether it’s how to measure for a Lupine harness or collar correctly, how to handle a 
return or how to improve your product display to increase sales - you can call us 
Monday-Friday between 9am and 5pm and speak to an expert.

If you are not yet one of our customers simply apply for trade access on our website.

Once logged in you will have access to our trade prices and will be able to place 
orders online as well as keep up to date with all our news.


